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Angularjs directive template file

How do I .html a template file in an angular js instead of having direct HTML code within the template attribute?' This is my code so far: .directive ('navigation', ['$rootScope', '$i 18next', function ($rootScope: any, $i 18next: any) { return { bindToController: true, template: '.. /views/navigation-directive.html',
link: function (scope, element, attrs) {.... But when running this code the only thing my browser is displaying is '.. /views/navigation-directive.html' in plain text. The current structure of my files is this. The policy file is located in solution/script/navigation.js the .html file is located in angular JS
solution/view/navigation-directive.html allows you to use HTML templates in order to replace the content of the element over which the policies are used. Thus creating a simple and easy-to-maintain directive. In the demo, scope property information is used to specify the source of the orderList data policy
attribute.The definition property template is used to specify an HTML block that will be used in the content of the element over which the policy is applied. Student Fees The list items will be displayed here. Give him a TRY! » Note: The HTML block is composed of ol and li elements, with the policies ng-
repeat AngularJS Complex Directives: Function the AngularJS property templates can also be specified with a function as a value, to produce a template. The function has two arguments, the first is the policy used, and the second is the attribute The script element contains the contents of the model, the
DOM API is used to find the script element using attribute ID. Student Fees The list items will be displayed here. Give him a TRY! » Note:O The property's restricted value is set to attribute A, since the policy is used as the attribute. In the last example, the template was sealed from the content using a
script element, but the template is internal. But you can separate the contents of the model using an external template. The contents of the template is a separate external file and attached to the document using the definition object property templateUrl, the file name is demoTemplate.html student fees
The list items will be displayed here. Give him a TRY! » Note: The example is the same as the last example, but the template file is external. The AngularJSUrl property definition template can be assigned with a function as value, these functions can assign multiple models dynamically. Student Fees The
list items will be displayed here. List with a table template Give it a TRY! » Note: There are two div elements, both using separate models to display data from the same source. Show/Hide table contentthere was an error loading this feature. Please try again later. Show/Hide table contentthere was an
error loading this feature. Please try again later. In the previous post, how to create custom policy with a small inline template. When our model grows to custom policy, its your and hard to maintain them. In this case, we can keep our template for the custom policy on the external page and upload it with
the templateUrl option. &lt;h2&gt;Ordinance Directive&lt;/h2&gt;&lt;script&gt; var app = angular.module(app, []) .controller(CustomDirectiveController, function ($scope) { $scope.username = SheoNarayan; $scope.address = Hyderabad, India; }); app.directive('myCustomUrl', function () { return {
templateUrl: '/DemoSupportingFiles/angularjs-details.html' }; }); &lt;/script&gt;&lt;div ng-app=app ng-controller=CustomDirectiveController&gt;&lt;h2&gt;Custom directive with external page&lt;/h2&gt;&lt;div my-custom-url=&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;div&gt;called Acme * @example &lt;div acme-sales-
customer-info=&gt;&lt;/div&gt; */ angular .module ('sales.widgets') .directive ('acmeSalesCustomerInfo', salesCustomerInfo); customerinfo() function sales {/* implementation details */ } } /* recommended */ /* spinner.directive.js*/ /** @desc spinner directive that can be used anywhere in applications from a
company called Acme * @example &lt;div acme-shared-spinner=&gt;&lt;/div&gt;*/ angular module .'shared.widgets') .directive ('acmeSharedSpinner', sharedSpinner); Shared functionSpinner() { /* implementation details */ } Note: There are many naming options for directives, especially because they can
be used in narrow or broad scopes. Choose one that makes the policy and its file name distinct and clear. Some examples are below, but see the appointment section for more recommendations. When directly manipulating the DOM, use a policy. If alternative shapes can be used, such as using CSS to
define animation styles or services, angular terplating, ngShow, or ngHide, then use them instead. For example, if the policy simply hides and shows, use ngHide/ngShow. Why?: DOM manipulation can be difficult to test, debug, and there are often better ways (for example. CSS, animations, templates)
The name of the module to which the policies belong is a sufficient name spacing No need to prefix the name of each policy in a project with a prefix Why?: Use unique short prefixes to identify the context and source of the policy. This is only necessary when there is more than one similar policy in the
same module. For example, a cc- prefix may indicate that the policy is part of a CodeCamper application, while acme- may indicate a policy for the Acme company. Note: Avoid ng- because these are reserved for AngularJS policies. The research used widely used guidelines to avoid the naming of
conflicts, such as ion- for the Ionic Chart. When creating a policy that makes sense as a standalone element, allow you to constrain and (custom element) and optionally constrain A (custom attribute). Generally, if it could be your own control, and it's appropriate. The general guideline is to allow the EA,
but lean toward the implementation as an element when its standalone and as an attribute when it improves its existing DOM element. It makes sense. Why?: Although we can allow the policy to be used as a class, if the policy is actually acting as an element, it makes more sense as an element or at
least as an attribute. Note: EA is the standard for AngularJS 1.3 + &lt;!-- avoid --&gt;&lt;div class=my-calendar-range&gt;&lt;/div&gt;/* avoid */ angular .module ('app.widgets') .directive ('myCalendarRange', myCalendarRange); myCalendarRange() function { directive var = { link: link, templateUrl:
'/template/is/located/here.html', restrict: 'C' }; return directive; function link elemento, attrs) { /* */ } &lt;!-- recommended --&gt; &lt;my-calendar-range&gt;&lt;/my-calendar-range&gt;&lt;div my-calendar-range=&gt;&lt;/div&gt; /* recomendado */ angular .module ('app.widgets') .directive ('myCalendarRange',
myCalendarRange); função myCalendarRange() { { directive = { link: link, templateUrl: '/template/is/located/here.html', restrict: 'EA' }; return directive; function link (scope, element, attrs) { /* */ } Use the controller as syntax with a directive to be consistent with the use of the controller as with the view and
controller pairs. It makes sense and it's not hard. Note: The policy below demonstrates some of the ways you can use scope within the link and policy controllers by using as many controllers. I in-lined the model just to keep everything in one place. Note: For dependency injection, see Manually identify
dependencies. Note: Note that the policy controller is outside the policy close. This style eliminates problems where injection is created as unreachable code after a return. &lt;div my-example= max=77&gt;&lt;/div&gt;angular .module ('app') .directive ('myExample', myExample); function myExample() {
directive var = { restrict: 'EA', templateUrl: 'app/feature/example.directive.html', scope: { max: '=' }, link: linkFunc, controller: ExampleController, controllerAs: 'vm', bindToController: true // because the scope is isolated }; return directive; functionlinkFunc (scope, el, attr, ctrl) { console.log('LINK: scope.min =
%s *** must be undefined', scope.min); console.log('LINK: scope.max = %s *** must be undefined', scope.max); console.log('LINK: scope.max = %s *** must be undefined', scope.max); console.log ((.log(('LINK: scope.max = %s *** must be undefined', scope.max); console.log.max(.log(('LINK: scope.max
= %s *** must be undefined', scope.max); console.log((.log('LINK: scope.max = %s *** must be undefined', scope.max); console.log('LINK: scope.max = %s *** must 'LINK: scope.vm.min = %s', scope.vm.min); console.log('LINK: scope.vm.max = %s', scope.vm.max); } } ExampleController.$inject =
['$scope']; ExampleFunctionController($scope) { // Inject $scope only for comparison var vm = this; vm.min = 3; console.log('CTRL: $scope.vm.min = %s', $scope.vm.min); console.log('CTRL: $scope.vm.max = %s', $scope.vm.max); console.log('CTRL: vm.min = %s', vm.min); console.log('CTRL: vm.max
= %s', vm.max); } &lt;!-- example.directive.html --&gt;&lt;div&gt;Hello, world&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div&gt;max={{vm.max}}&lt;input ng-model=vm.max&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div&gt;min={{vm.min}}&lt;input ng-model=vm.min&gt;&lt;/div&gt; Use bindToController = true when using controller as syntax with a directive when
you want to link the external scope to the scope of the policy controller. Why?: Makes it easy to link the external scope to the policy controller scope. Note: bindToController was introduced in Angular 1.3.0. &lt;div my-example= max=77&gt;&lt;/div&gt;angular .module ('app') .directive ('myExample',
myExample); function myExample() { directive var = { restrict: 'EA', templateUrl: 'app/feature/example.directive.html', scope: { max: '=' }, controller: SampleController, controllers: 'vm', true }; return directive; } function ExampleController() { var vm = isto; vm.min = 3; console.log('CTRL: vm.min = %s',
vm.min); console.log('CTRL: vm.max = %s', vm.max); } &lt;!-- example.directive.html --&gt;&lt;div&gt;Olá, mundo&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div&gt;max={{vm.max}}&lt;input ng-model=vm.max&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div&gt;min={{vm.min}}&lt;input ng-model=vm.min&gt;&lt;/div&gt;ng-model=vm.min/&gt; ng-
model=vm.min&gt;&lt;/div&gt;ng-model=vm.min/&gt;
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